Concurrent eye and hand movements toward a common visual target require different motor programs based on identical visual input. We used event-related brain potentials (ERP) to determine if and when the processing of the visual target differs for the two motor systems.
Eye-hand-coordination EEG Sensory expectation Attention N2-component C1-component a b s t r a c t Concurrent eye and hand movements toward a common visual target require different motor programs based on identical visual input. We used event-related brain potentials (ERP) to determine if and when the processing of the visual target differs for the two motor systems.
The N2, an index for target evaluation, was more negative for the target of a hand than of an eye movement in two experiments. A possible interpretation for this finding is different visual target processing. Targets for hand movements require a different weighting of visual information, for example concerning features such as surface structure which are important for hand but not for eye movements.
In experiment 2, the early C1-component, which had an average maximum at 67 ms following target onset, was significantly more negative when subjects pointed at the stimuli. Traditionally, the C1 has been regarded as a sensory component, but recent studies have linked it to higher order processing, such as attention and expectations. Thus, the present data indicate that target processing for eye or hand movements is already context-specific during early visual information processing. We suggest that differences in a target's relevance for upcoming movements modify target processing as well as sensory expectations.
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd and the Japan Neuroscience Society.
Introduction
Saccades and hand reaches toward targets are programmed based on the same source of visual input. Traditionally, a tight coupling during eye-hand-coordination was assumed. This implied shared processing of visual information for hand and eye motor systems before programming different movements (e.g. Bekkering et al., 1995; van Donkelaar, 1998) . In contrast to that, behavioral studies provided evidence for separate processing already at the stage of target selection (Sailer et al., 2002a; Sailer et al., 2002b) , during the orienting of attention (Gherri and Forster, 2012) , and when new visual information about the target is integrated in visual short-term memory (Issen and Knill, 2012) . In one study, haptic texture, a characteristic important for hand movements, but not for eye movements, influenced the kinematics of pointing movements only (Sailer et al., 2003) . These results suggest that processing of targets for eye and hand movements depends on these features' relevance to the respective motor system. Recently, Rauss et al. (2011) suggested a predictive coding framework, in which early visual processing is modulated by predictions about forthcoming visual stimuli. Thus, top-down effects in the form of expectations about target features required for hand movements, including relative hand-target positions (Beurze et al., 2006; Crawford et al., 2011; Vesia and Crawford, 2012) , may influence processing of incoming sensory data.
We hypothesized that target relevance for eye or eye-hand movements would have an impact on target representation and evaluation. The next question then is whether the earliest stages of visual processing are modulated based on predictions about sensory input required for planning different movements. We aimed to use the excellent temporal resolution of event-related potentials (ERP) extracted from EEG to investigate effects of target relevance for distinct motor systems on indices of target representation, as well as the earliest visual components. Namely, in the first
